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so, once that was done i
tested the neck with a taper

gauge. i used the same
template for both the neck

and bridge, and waited for a
couple of days while the glue

loosened and set. i loaded
the neck with a 1.5 lb weight
on one end and a hammer on

the other. its pretty cool to
watch the neck flex and bow

under that weight. after a
few hours, the neck was in a
nice shape, and i was ready
to proceed. i wanted to do

some traditional strap cutting
to help the neck out a bit. its
especially important for the
necks into the headstock,
which are made wider to
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compensate for the lever
difference between the j and
k o/p. i cut all the straps on a

rotary table saw without a
workbench, and then stuck

them on the neck with a little
more quality liquid wood
glue. the first router pass
went off without a hitch-

really not bad at all for a first
time attempt. i was starting
to get pretty excited, now

that i knew that i could cut a
neck shape that i was happy

with. but, as usual, there
were areas that needed more

attention. then i used a
bench grinder with a #125

grinder disk, and cleaned up
the blanking faces of the

neck, where i had chipped off
the wood with my router

during those sloppy rough
hand cuts. i also sanded

down the edges of the stock
on the blanking faces. the
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chipping was smoothed out a
bit with an angle grinder, so

the neck was now much
better suited for cutting. as

always, i used a model v
template and a copy of the

template with the neck shape
on it and a compass to cut
out the neck, which was

notched out on the
underside. if you look closely,
you can see the shape of the
neck, and i used a router to

cut along the sides, and then
finished it with a chisel.
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finished it with a chisel.
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